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Holiday Homework

This document encloses holiday homework. Holiday homework is designed in such a way that the language,
speaking skills, reflections and knowledge of contemporary issues of a student is enhanced.

Parents can help the child to collect the information or practice the task for a better video.

Instructions for completing holiday homework:

1. Students must do videos in their sports uniform (not applicable to Grade 1) helping the
judges to identify the student’s house.

2. Best videos will add up the marks to their houses which will be reflected in gaining the Annual
House Cup.

3. Students can practice or do a little research during the week and the videos are to be posted
only on Saturdays. Dates are also mentioned in the following pages.

4. Sending the video as per the scheduled date is mandatory. Videos received later will not be
considered.

5. Videos must be posted to the specified Jury member only.
6. Students must greet and introduce themselves in the video. Their name, grade,house (not

applicable to Grade 1) topic and the subject are to be said mandatorily.
7. Videos that are done perfectly will be posted in the class groups.

Note the Jury numbers to send your videos .

1. Nagaratna - +91 95815 65046
2. Keerthi priya - +91 93902 29989
3. Shravya - +91 96180 45851
4. Ramya - +91 88853 57775
5. Soumya - +91 99662 79367
6. Veena - +91 77020 45677
7. VijayaLakshmi - +91 80965 96412
8. Praveena - +91 79817 22775
9. Neeru - +91 79882 87590
10. Rajeswari - +91 89783 28760
11. Anita - +91 89857 57573
12. Renuka - +91 92909 57008
13. Hajera - +91 99080 25680
14. Swathi - +91 6303 080 691
15. Geeta - +91 99089 96819
16. Sravani - +91 96760 74803



Holiday Homework

Grade 1:

Date Subject Syllabus Completed

29/04/2023 English Read out the paragraph 1 of lesson - 1 : Elly goes to
school and post video to Nagaratna teacher

06/05/2023 Hindi - L2 Apne baare mein paanch vakya boliye aur video
banakar Veena teacher ko bejiye

Telugu -L2 తబల ��య��� చక��ా �ా�� సుజ�త ట�చ� �� video పంపం��
(use props if possible)

13/05/2023 Hindi - L3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3bLfzgZ-wO8
Learn Lakdi ke kaati rhyme from above link and send
the video to Veena teacher (use props if possible)

Telugu -L3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HVv4jV4JnQ4
Learn cheema entho chinnadi rhyme from above link
and send the video to Sujatha teacher (use props if
possible)

20/05/2023 Math Explain small-big, near-far, above-below using things
in the house and send video to sravya teacher

27/05/2023 EVS Make a video on sense organs and post it to Ramya
teacher

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3bLfzgZ-wO8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HVv4jV4JnQ4


Holiday Homework

Grade 2:

Date Subject Syllabus Completed

29/04/2023 English Make a birthday cap using your favourite colour
sheet and explain it in 5 sentences. Send video to
Nagaratna teacher

06/05/2023 Hindi - L2 chapter-1 ऊँट चला - recite the poem with actions and
send the video to Soumya teacher
Sample video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LPLpibTWR4U

Telugu -L2 రంగ� రంగ�ల ప�ల� ��య��� చక��ా �ా�� సుజ�త ట�చ� �� video
పంపం�� (use props if possible)

13/05/2023 Hindi - L3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eofyx2okzV4
Learn Lakdi ke kaati rhyme from above link and
send the video to Soumya teacher (use props if
possible)

Telugu -L3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2s-aMBUSpkI
Ankelu pata 45 sec varaku nerchukuni paadi sujatha
teacher ku pampandi

20/05/2023 Math Pick the geometrical shaped objects from the
kitchen and name them making a cute video. Send
it to sravya teacher.

27/05/2023 EVS Know about internal organs and tell a few by
pointing them on your body. Send video to Ramya
teacher

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LPLpibTWR4U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eofyx2okzV4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2s-aMBUSpkI


Holiday Homework

Grade 3:

Date Subject Syllabus Completed

29/04/2023 English Talk about night sky and post the video to
Nagaratna teacher

06/05/2023 Hindi - L2 Ls-1 क�कू recite the poem with actions and send
the video to Soumya teacher
Sample video (till 36 sec)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vdA8tcB8otY

Telugu -L2 Ls no 1�ాన�ేవ��� చక��ా �ా�� సుజ�త ట�చ� �� video పంపం��
(use props if possible)

13/05/2023 Hindi - L3 दस श�द� म� अपना प�रचय दो और keerthi teacher को बेजो

Telugu -L3 10 �ా�ా�లల� � ప��చయం ఇవ�ం��
Video to be sent to sujatha teacher.

20/05/2023 Math Explain abacus kit (unit bar, earth beads, heaven
beads etc) do two additions on abacus and send
the videos to VijayaLakshmi teacher

27/05/2023 Science Use your animal toys and classify them as
carnivores, herbivores and omnivores. Send the
video to Ramya teacher.

03/06/2023 Social Explain the day and night occurrence using a ball
and flash light. Send the video to Hajera teacher.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vdA8tcB8otY


Holiday Homework

Grade 4:

Date Subject Syllabus Completed

29/04/2023 English Speak out how you have celebrated your last
birthday. Send the video to Praveena madam

06/05/2023 Hindi - L2 ls 1 मन के भोले भाले बादल kavitha recitation with
action and send the video to Neeru teacher

Telugu -L2 ఏ�ౖెన �ెలం�ాణ �ాట �ా�� �ాజ�శ��� ట�చ� �� పంపం��

13/05/2023 Hindi - L3 ls 1 आओ सब �मल गाए kavitha recitation with action
and send the video to Neeru teacher

Telugu -L3 � ��త మ��య� అమ�మ�/��నమ� గ���ం� మ�ట�� డం��
�ాజ�శ��� ట�చ� �� video పంపం��.

20/05/2023 Math From your household, identify the 2D and 3D
objects, make a video classifying and naming them.
Send the video to Keerthi teacher

27/05/2023 Science Explain the Ingredients and recipe of your favorite
food. What are its nutritional values? Send the video
to the Hajera teacher.

03/06/2023 Social Explain the evolution of maps (from parchment
maps - google maps) in a short video and send to
Hajera teacher



Holiday Homework

Grade 5:

Date Subject Syllabus Completed

29/04/2023 English Find different countries that have different names
for Cyclone. Point it on the map. Maintain it in
English classwork.

06/05/2023 Hindi - L2 राख क� र�सी - make the character sketch of lonpo
Gar in 10 sentences. Make a video and send to
Neeru teacher.

Telugu -L2 Speak out on మన జ�ం�� in telugu and send the
video to Rajeswari teacher

13/05/2023 Hindi - L3 अपने दादा और दाद� के बारे म� बात कर�
Neeru teacher को वी�डयो भेज�।

Telugu -L3 � ��త మ��య� అమ�మ�/��నమ� గ���ం� మ�ట�� డం��
�ాజ�శ��� ట�చ� �� video పంపం��.

20/05/2023 Math Explain the the concept of fractions using
properties (eg: water bottle) Send the video to
Keerthi teacher

27/05/2023 Science Describe the reproduction in plants using a
sapling. Send the video to Praveena teacher

03/06/2023 Social Know about continental drift and explain using a
flip book and send the video to Hajera teacher.



Holiday Homework

Grade 6:

Date Subject Syllabus Completed

29/04/2023 English Make the video on character sketch of Patrik and
If you were Patrik what would you do, to do your
homework. Send the video to Renuka teacher.

06/05/2023 Hindi - L2 तलेगंाना म� पाए जाने वाले प��य� के बारे म� बात कर� - 2
�मनट के वी�डयो म� इसका �ववरण द�

Send it to Neeru teacher

Telugu -L2 �ెల�గ�ల� �ేశభ��� ������ �ా�� �ాజ�శ��� ట�చ� �� పంపం��

13/05/2023 Hindi - L3 योग के मह�व के बारे म� �हदं� म� बात कर� - 2 �मनट का वी�डयो
बनाएं
Send it to Neeru teacher

Telugu -L3 �ెల�గ�ల� ��ా ��ా మ�ఖ�త గ���ం� మ�ట�� డం�� - 2 ���ాల
���� �ేయం��
�ాజ�శ��� ట�చ� �� పంపం��

20/05/2023 Math Explain the the concept of fractions using
properties (eg: water bottle) Send the video to
Keerthi teacher

27/05/2023 Science Talk about food chain using a neat hand drawn
diagram. Make a video and send it to Anitha
Teacher.

03/06/2023 Social Science Talk about Big bang theory and send the video to
Swati teacher

Grade 7:



Holiday Homework

Date Subject Syllabus Completed

29/04/2023 English Make a video on Character sketch of King and Hermit.
Send a video to Renuka teacher

06/05/2023 Hindi - L2 य�द आप एक प�ी होते तो आप कौन सा प�ी बनना पसदं करते
और आप �या खोजते
Send a video to Geeta teacher

Telugu -L2 �ద� �క� ��ా మ�ఖ�త గ���ం� మ�ట�� డం��
Send to Sravani teacher

13/05/2023 Hindi - L3 फ़ोन का द�ुपयोग कैसे होता है और इसके ��तकूल �भाव के बारे
म� �हदं� म� बात कर�
Send the video to Geeta teacher

Telugu -L3 �� � ఎల� దు�����గం �ేయబడ�త�ం�ో మ��య� ���
దుష�����ాల గ���ం� �ెల�గ�ల� మ�ట�� డం��
Send video to Sravani teacher

20/05/2023 Math Make an integer number line model, explain the
addition and subtraction. Send the video to
Prathyusha madam

27/05/2023 Science What are foods that are useful to keep us healthy
and sound in summer? Explain their nutritional
values using them from your kitchen
Make a video and send it to Anita teacher.

03/06/2023 Social Science Know about sustainable Development Goals.
Explain any five of them.
Make a video and send it to Swati teacher.



Holiday Homework

Grade 8:

Date Subject Syllabus Completed

29/04/2023 English What are your summer Holiday plans? Explain your
enthusiasm in a video.

06/05/2023 Hindi - L2 पसेै बचाने के मह�व के बारे म� बात कर�
Send video to Geeta teacher

Telugu -L2 డబ�� �� దుప� ��ా మ�ఖ�త గ���ం� మ�ట�� డం��
Send the video to Sravani teacher

13/05/2023 Hindi - L3 �लोबल वा�म�ग के बारे म� �हदं� म� बात कर�
Send the video to Geeta teacher

Telugu -L3 ��� బ� �ా���ం� గ���ం� �ెల�గ�ల� మ�ట�� డం��
Send the video to sravani teacher

20/05/2023 Math How do you use math in your daily life - Explain.
Make a video and send it to prathyusha Maam

27/05/2023 Physical
Science

Make a PPT on formation of coal with your own
voice over. and send it to Anita teacher

03/06/2023 Social Make a PPT on renewable and non - renewable
sources of energy with your own voice over. And
send it to Swati teacher.


